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Spectral – Dynamic Marker
Spectral – Dynamic Marker is a combination of numerous 
information clusters. (Cluster – a group of the same or similar 
elements gathered or occurring closely together. Cluster can be 
regarded as an independent unit, which has certain properties.)  

Physical organization of 
a human body has one 
important feature. 
Each molecule, each 
structure, each organ 
system, and the body 
as whole, undergo 
constant changes. 
We call this, a state of 
perpetual motion, or 
state of dynamic 
transformation. Any 
dynamic process, one 
way or another is 
connected with 
consumption and 
generation of energy. 

and generation of energy 
is constant emission of the 

It has particular intensity, 
movement, and dynamic 
behavior which is 

only. 

recording of a signal
of a very low energy 
level. Processing and 
digitization of the signal 
is done by using 
mathematical principle 
of so-called, Wavelet 
Transform. The principle 
of Wavelet Transform 
was developed at the end 
of the last century at 
Princeton University. 

principle allowed for 
constructing of volumetric, 
three-dimensional spectral 
characteristics of, as was 
previously thought, 
ongoing random 
processes.
CME device records 
a continuing analog signal. 
Implementing Wavelet 
Transform, the signal is 
converted into a digital 
spectral model, then, into 
what we call Spectral – 
Dynamic Marker. 

The development of the 
spectral-dynamic method 

science was made possible 
by doctor-physicist Igor 
Orzhelskiy and his unique 
device, "Complex Medical 
Expert" (CME). 
The operation of this 
device is based on the 
method of detection 
and recording of changes 
in the intensity, movement, 
and behavioral pattern of 

 

the background electric 

over certain period of time.
This method of data 
acquisition has the 
following distinctive 
features: it uses a passive, 
super-sensitive electrode, 
which can be viewed as 
an antenna. (Passive means 

The sensitivity of the 
electrode allows for 
   

Spectral - dynamic analyses of the intensity, movement pattern, and changes 
in the behavior of 
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The Database
Part of the CME device is an extensive database of standard Markers. 

In this ever-growing database, 
CME holds the following basic classes 
of standard Spectral Dynamic Markers. 
These markers represent digitalized 
information about various processes 
and states. 

CME technology is  passive medical 
technology that uses pattern 

similarity between markers.  
CME conducts comparative analysis 
of the recorded marker with its  
standard markers from the database.

1. Organs, tissue, and diseases of: gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, female genitourinary system, 
male urogenital system, nervous system, bones and joints, broncho-pulmonary system, upper 
respiratory tract, dental system, mammary glands, mesenchyme, endocrine system, immune system.
2. Environmental markers: minerals, foods, drinks, allergens, and toxins. 
3. Etiological markers such as: viruses, bacteria, fungi, parasites, toxins. 
4. Markers of medical and supplemental remedies: allopathic, homeopathic, Heel products, herbs, 
vitamins, microelements, aromatherapy oils, and dietary supplements.

Thanks to the CME, 
it has become possible 
to analyze the past processes 
that left trails,served as a trigger 

existing problems. 
Such investigative approach 
can be compared to the work 
of geologists, climatologists, 
paleontologists, etc.

CME Database of Spectral-Dynamic Markers

CME advantage 
Analysis is conducted by 
comparing a newly 
recorded marker with 
all standard markers from 
the CME database.
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Application of CME encompasses not only analysis of the information received, but 
also a new method of helping human body to maintain its health. 
This method is called CME Compensation. 

To understand the CME Compensation, one must visualize the marker as the signal recorded in time and converted into 
a spectral diagram. This signal (marker) is combined with the certain signals (standard markers) from the CME database, 
inverted, and sent back to the original source of the marker. Logically, if the primary signal is a plus (+) and inverted 

CME is a complementary device intended solely for supplementary diagnosis. CME does not replace conventional 
methods of diagnosis, therapy, laboratory tests, and doctors' recommendations! 

Recorded marker represents 
statistical  report of the processes 
occurring in the person’s body. 
Implementing state of the art software 
solutions, CME builds a hierarchy chart 
that shows what processes in the human 
body are prevailing.
The recording of the diagnostic marker 

seconds. The amount of information 
received varies and depends on matching
characteristics of the person’s marker 
with standard markers from the database. 

CME Compensation 
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In the hardware and software of the CME device there 

monitors all such changes in real time thus insuring 
the optimum balance of the Compensation. It was proven 
that upon reaching 15% change barrier in the background 

the disease on its own. CME Compensation may also 
be described as communication of strategic guidelines 

problem associated with a particular disease.   

plan of CME Compensations. All CME Compensations are chosen for a particular person according to this person’s unique, 
individual needs. CME Compensation is proven to be a safe way of dealing with a health issue. CME Compensation has no 

There are a lot of irreversible processes, which are beyond any therapeutic approach. CME Compensation is usually applied 
in combination with other integrative therapies and is no guarantee of recovery. CME Compensation is one of helping hands 

healing process.
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Another great advantage of CME is the possibility of 
using compensatory adjustment to harmonize vitally 
important processes in the body. 

(decrease) of the pathologic activity under 

With such procedure it is possible to skew the balance 
between the negative activities of a disease and the 

of the protective immune system properties on the 

properly conducted, analysis and compensatory 
adjustment, brings rapid improvement in the person's 
condition.

BENEFITS OF CME. 
time reduction in examination 

and healing. 
Promotion of preventive measures in various 
conditions.
Improvement 
the higher degree of personalization in 

Improvement in the quality and capacity 
of disease preventive surveys in various 
population groups.

Safety - the device uses passive detection, which means 

emitted by an object. It does not send active signals as 
is the case with ultrasonic, MR-imaging, or computer 
tomography, for example. CME acts only as passive 
antenna thus not interfering with, or altering vital 
processes in a person’s body. 
Speed – The Spectral-Dynamic Marker of the object’s 
state of health is obtained within seconds.
Interference - the presence of mobile phone, computers, 
or electric lines are taken into consideration of 

Mobility - CME was designed for use in various 
environments and conditions.

Unique properties of CME: 

CME is an alternative or complementary practice 
to healing services licensed by the local authorities. 
It does not replace a proper doctor consultation. 

CME Components
1. Specialized CME Personal Computer.
2. Double-sided electrode transducer for receiving, 
     transmitting and converting analog to digital signals. 
3. Software that implements signal processing and 
     spectral dynamic analysis of information.
4. Methodology of spectral-dynamic analysis developed 
     by Dr. Igor Orzhelskiy for the CME specialists. 
5. CME database of markers standards. 

and categorization of multiple processes from 
cellular-molecular to organ systems to whole body.
CME examination usually reveals wide range of 
pathologies, diseases, predisposition to them, as well as 
conditions of acquiring a particular health problem. 
One of the important features of CME is a detection 
of pre-clinical forms of diseases. It allows specialists 

reducing an examination and treatment time. It is also 
a great tool in promotion of preventive measures in 
various conditions. 
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“I like to work with CME for 
several reasons. This device 
allows me to quickly conduct 
pre diagnostic and determine
the overall health of my patient, 
as well as his chronic conditions.” 
Dr. med. O. Connoner

What do people say  
about CME device?
Many of our users and clients have shared their experiences. 
Here is what they had to say:

www.cmeswiss.com

CME devices are medically 

and other countries

   
 

It is with great pleasure I report on my successful 
experience with CME device.

from an unpleasant ringing in the ears, I went to 
see an ear doctor and was told that this condition 
is called “tinnitus.” 
This ringing in the ears happened at the worst 
possible time when I was very busy studying 
and working. I was also told that this condi-
tion is medically incurable. I have felt, the sense 
of loss of quality of life. I tried to ignore the sound 
but it didn’t work. With time the ringing became 
stronger and I felt that a lot of stress at work and 
some family problems only served to worsen my 
condition.  It went into a vicious circle; stressful 
situations triggered the volume of ringing. 
This state is hardly imaginable to a person who 
did not experience such condition. My mental 
health was challenged as well, because the ringing 
would drive me crazy. So I began my desperate 
search for help. I've thoroughly investigated the 
topic of tinnitus and sought consultations with 
many specialist dealing with this kind of problems.
Just by a chance I stumble upon a specialist who 
used this innovative sounding CME device in his 
practice. Any possible assistance was welcomed, 
so with cautious hopefulness I went for an appoint-
ment. This was the best decision I have ever made 
and will not regret it for the rest of my life!  During 
just one-hour I underwent CME diagnostic and 
compensation. This compensation procedure had 
put me to sleep. During the compensation I felt 
a science of great relief. When I woke up the next 
morning, the signs of tinnitus were almost imper-
ceptible. The ringing subsided in its volume and 
I could once again enjoy almost forgotten quality 
of life. During the next month I went for a few 
more sessions with the CME practitioner and now 
I am happy to report that my tinnitus is under 
control. It was unbelievable transformation and 
I am amazed to this day of what this device, 
operated by the knowledgeable person, could do. 

Thank you! 
September 5, 2011
Daniel M.

“CME is a logic device 
which helps me to see 
a big picture of underlying 
problems with my patients. 

when properly operated.” 
Dr. med. A. Gerasimenko

“What do I like in CME? 
It is a creative approach to the 
diagnosis and treatment of patients. 
Often times CME device helps my 

disease conscientiously.” 
Dr. med. L. Nestikailo 

“I use CME in conjunction with 

in various treatment programs 
such as; "Allergies", "Hypertension", 
"Diabetes", and more. I always 
have excellent results.” 
Dr. med. O. Timchenko

“CME is an excellent tool in my 
practice. I to investigate some 
irregularities in already established 
diagnosis obtained by conventional 
means. It is also a great preventive 
instrument.” 
Dr. med. K. Oganesian  



Here at CME Swiss AG we develop innovative 
applications of Spectral Dynamic technology.
Our CME device is a highly sensitive Spectradynameter©
improving health and quality of life. 
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